








Figure 2. A system for specific monitoring of
secondary plasmodesmata.
The shoot apical meristem (SAM) is
composed of three clonally distinct layers,
which in dicots are called L1, L2, and L3.
Epidermal L1 and sub-epidermal L2 undergo
predominantly anticlinal cell divisions. Leaf
primordia are recruited on the flanks of the
SAM, and the epidermis derives from L1 cells
and mesophyll is predominantly derived from
L2 cells. This means that the leaf epidermal
cells connect to each other through primary
plasmodesmata, but their connection to the
mesophyll is exclusively through secondary
plasmodesmata.
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R490process. Somehow, membrane
delimited channels penetrate across
the cell wall, and their symmetric
organization with respect to the joined
cells would appear to require cell–cell
communication [9]. Chimeric plants, in
which loss of ise1 or ise2 was limited
to only L1 or only L2, might provideuseful insight into the direction and
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Theta and Gamma OscillationsWorking memory is the ability to actively hold information in the mind. Recent
results demonstrate that working memory is organized by oscillatory
processes in the theta and gamma frequency range.John Lisman
When told a phone number, how do we
hold it in our mind? Experiments
suggest that this process, termed
working memory, depends on
the persistent firing of neurons [1].
There is converging evidence that
this persistent firing has an oscillatory
character and that the frequenciesinvolved are in the theta (4–8 Hz) and
gamma (30–100 Hz) range. Two recent
papers [2,3] add to this evidence.
Fuentemilla et al. [2] reported recently
in Current Biology that the sites where
oscillations occur depend on the
particular information stored.
Furthermore, the firing of individual
cells tends to occur at a particular
phase of the theta oscillation [3].Importantly, both studies show
a relationship of these oscillatory
processes to successful memory
recall, indicating a causal role of the
oscillations in the memory process.
It has long been clear that working
memory, also termed short-term
memory, is fundamentally different
from long-term memory. Whereas the
amount of information that can be
stored in long-term memory is very
large, the amount of information that
can be stored in short-term memory
is limited; for example, approximately
seven digits can be held in short-term
memory [4]. Physiological experiments
strongly suggest that long-term
memory is stored by changes in the




Figure 1. Theta and gamma oscillations in working memory.
Theta-gamma coding scheme by which multiple memories are actively stored in the same
network (top). Different memory items (3 shown) are represented by different groups of active
cells (red) that fire in different gamma cycles of a theta cycle. The different memories thus have
different theta phase. If the multiple items are being held in short-term memory, the entire
pattern repeats on subsequent theta cycles.
Dispatch
R491short-term memory (for seconds)
depends on persistent neuronal
firing [1].
The first suggestion that the
persistent firing involved in short-term
memory might have an oscillatory
character came from intracranial
recordings of the local field potential,
a signal that reflects the average
activity of cells near the electrode.
Subjects were given a memory task in
which the requirement for short-term
memory occurred during a well defined
time period. Raghavachari et al. [5]
found brain sites at which theta
power increased precisely during this
period.
Fuentemilla et al. [2] report evidence
that the generation of theta oscillations
in the field potential is an indicator
of processes important for working
memory. Applying a multi-variate
pattern classifier, it was found that
the spatial pattern of moderate/high
frequency power detected by 275
magnetoencephanography (MEG)
sensors could be used to predict the
information held in working memory.
Importantly, memory activation
occurred in brief periods locked to
the phase of ongoing theta activity,
a locking that correlated with working
memory performance.
Further information about the
necessity of the oscillations comes
from examination of the firing of
individual cells while the short-term
memory processes drive the
information into long-term memory.
In many brain regions, the firing rate
of neurons is very low and cells do not
fire on every cycle of the theta cycle.
However, the firing is nevertheless
organized by theta oscillations, as
demonstrated by the fact that firing
occurs selectively at certain phases
of the theta cycle [6,7]. In their paper,
Rutishauser et al. [3] extend such
findings to the human cortex.
Moreover, they found that the degree to
which single spikes were phase-locked
to the theta frequency field oscillations
was predictive of how well the item was
transferred to long-term memory.
This new information leaves little
doubt that theta oscillations have a role
in short-term memory, but what exactly
is that role? A theory proposed by
Marco Idiart and myself [8] suggests
how multiple items are stored in
short-term memory and why this
form of memory has a capacity limit.
According to this theory (Figure 1), the
oscillatory system organized by thetaoscillations involves a second, higher
frequency oscillation in the gamma
frequency range (30–100 Hz). Together,
these oscillations allow multiple
memories to fire during each theta
cycle, but in a way that preserves
the separateness and order of the
memories. Individual memories are
stored by the spatial pattern of cells
that fire within a given gamma cycle
(that is, with given theta phase);
different memories become active
in different gamma cycles (that is,
at different theta phase). Memory
capacity is limited by the number of
gamma cycles within the theta cycle.
Linked theta and gamma oscillations
have now been observed in many brain
regions [9–12]. This suggests that the
timing scheme organized by theta and
gamma may be a general brain code
for storing multiple items in order [13];
thus, short-term memory may utilize
this code, but altogether different
processes may also use the same
code. Dual theta–gamma oscillations
have been most extensively studied
in the hippocampus, where the
oscillations are large and have obvious
effects. Hippocampal place cells tend
to fire at a given phase of theta
oscillations [14], but this firing is also
coupled to the phase of gamma
oscillations [15].
One of the clearest examples of how
this coding scheme is used to recall
multiple items within a theta cycle
comes from the study of what occurs
when a rat reaches a choice point ofa familiar maze [16]. The firing that
occurs with early theta phase
represents nearby positions on the
upcoming maze; firing with increasing
theta phase represents positions
further and further down an arm of the
maze. Thus, the theta–gamma scheme
allows the rapid recall of the sequence
of expected positions in the maze.
Recent experiments have
specifically tested the importance of
theta–gamma coupling for working
memory. The results show this
coupling is predictive of the success
of working memory [11] and the
incorporation of information into
long-term memory [12]. However, the
specific model of multi-item working
memory illustrated in Figure 1 requires
further tests. The model makes
a strong prediction: if two memories
are held in short-term memory, they
should have different theta phase
(one gamma cycle apart,w30 msec).
A recent experiment [7] attempted
to test this prediction, but the theta
phase resolution was insufficient
to detect a phase separation
this small.
In summary, there is now little doubt
that oscillatory processes are
important in short-term memory and
the transfer of information into and out
of long-term memory. Much has been
learned, but rapid further progress is
likely. Readers interested in additional
information about this fast developing
field will find several recent reviews
helpful [17–19].
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